Training in teaching French as a foreign language (FLE-FLS)

The programme offers the following course(s):

› Professional development course in french as a foreign language (FCFLE)
› Initial training course in teaching french as a foreign language (FIFLE)
› CUEF / CASNAV

Presentation

These placements are for teachers of French as a foreign language (FLE) working in various bodies: French institutes, French alliances, educational establishments (in France and abroad), higher education institutions, as well as teachers of French as a native language working with a diverse public.

Objectives

Practicals informations:

› School: Centre Universitaire d’Etudes Françaises
› Level: Unknown
› Course type: Initial and Continuing Education
› Location(s): Grenoble - University campus
› Contacts:

   Administrative contact
   CUEF Reception
cuef@univ-grenoble-alpes.fr